The Academy of Seminole
High School Supply List

Math-
3 ring binder       Notebook paper for binder       pencils
red pens            graphing paper       hand sanitizer  tissues

Science-
1 composition notebook (not spiral)  black ink pens (no other color permitted)
1 spiral notebook       pencils
Scissors        glue sticks
Calculator       hand sanitizer
Tissue            lysol wipes

English-
(1) 2 pocket folder       (1) spiral notebook
Notebook filler paper ( small pack 100-120 sheets

Speech-
(1) 2 pocket folder       (1) pack of filler notebook paper
(Miss Bray’s wish list- sanitizer, disinfecting wipes, tissues)

Music-
3 ring binder       Notebook paper       Mechanical pencil and lead
Manuscript paper (can be printed form online templates)
Earplug (general safety is adequate, but music specific plugs are preferred)

Spanish/Computer Sr. Jimenez
3 ring binder
Spiral notebook
Dry erase markers
(Wish list- hand sanitizer, tissues, disinfectant wipes)